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The  interactive approach to computer-aided  design  enables the 
designer  to interact with the  computer directly, flexibly. and in 
apparent  real-time.  The following  facilities  are usually provided: 

a graphics terminal 
a software library of design  and  analysis  programs 
a high-level  command language 
software  for  editing  and macro-command  generation 

The  terminal provides  real  time  computer  access and control 
with  effective.  graphic communication  of  design status, results  and 
tradeoffs. It is  usually  augmented with hardcopy  equipment and 
off-line printing  facilities to provide  permanent  records of the 
communication. The  subroutine  library  contains all design  algo- 
rithms  needed  for a specified  class of design  problems.  The com- 
mand  language provides  a  simple means to invoke  these high-level 
routines in any user-desired sequence without  concerns about in- 
put/output,  data  handling; internal data structures  and  numerics. 
Finally,  the  editing and  macro  capability  provides  a way to define, 
save  and  execute fixed sequences  fo user-specified  commands. In 
effect, a user can create higher-level  commands  suitable  for his 
own design  task.  These  enhance the power of the basic command 
language.  This  paper will  discuss  DIGIKON and HONEY-X, two 
packages  for  computer-aided design and analysis which have been 
developed  at  the Honeywell Systems  and Research  Center. 

Digikon is  an  interactive software tool for control  system anal- 
ysis.  State  space representation of control  systems is utilized for 
the  analysis with respect to various  performance  measures. A 
command based  approach  is  used for efficient  interaction between 
the  user  and  the  software. 

The Digikon software obtains the state space representation of 
the  control system components from  their  physical  descriptions. 
These  descriptions  can be in the form of differential (difference) 
equations  or continuous (discrete) transfer functions. Transforma- 
tions in s1 z and w planes are obtained to accommodate  sample 
rates. word  length  restrictions  and  computational  delays.  Inter- 
connection of  the components  can be specified to obtain  the  overall 
control  system.  This includes  the  capability of interconnecting 
systems with multiple sample rates. 

The Digikon software provides  various  analyses  capabilities for 
evaluating the performance of the control system. The  gain  and 
phase  stability margins  are  evaluated using the classical  frequency 
response  analysis.  The closed  loop  performance of the system is 
evaluated using  the eigenvalue  (poles and zeros) and  transient 
response  analyses.  The multivariable root locus  is  a unique capa- 
bility for  design of control systems. Covariance  response and 
power  spectral density analysis  are used for evaluating the per- 
formance of the  system to noise and  gust  inputs. 

The Digikon  software  uses  a  command  based  approach  for in 
teraction between the user  and the various  capabilities of the 
software.  This provides  an  efficient  use of the  software by the 
experienced  user. Help commands and  prompting by the software 
for missing  parameters provide sufficient assistance to the begin- 
ning user. Maintenance of the  help  files  and modeling data  is 
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facilitated  by means of a random  access  data base and a line  editor 
developed  exclusively  for the  Digikon software. 

HONEY-X is an interactive  package for frequency-domain  ori- 
ented Linear-Quadratic-Gaussian  feedback  design  of  multivariable 
control  systems. A review of this  recently  developed  design pro- 
cedure will be included in the  paper.  HONEY-X has been con- 
structed on the MULTICS  computer system  and has been used to 
support  multivariable control  design  research. It provides an ef- 
fective  illustration of  the  power of interactive  packages for re- 
search in control  design. 

HONEY-X  consists of a library of standard ANSI FORTRAN 
design  programs which are controlled  and accessed  through the 
command  and  file management  facilities  offered by Multics. Mul- 
tics  also  provides  editing and  macro  command  generation  capa- 
bilities.  The package is organized  into  three  hierarchial  levels as 
illustrated in Fig. 1. The levels  are: 

System Executive-This level is an executive program written 
in the Multics Command  Language. It is reponsible for estab- 
lishing and  maintaining the design  system  environment. Upon 
entry, it  makes the design  system  library  available to the user by 
designating  subprograms locations within the Multics  file  sys- 
tem. Next  the  system  executive  solicits a command line from 
the user  and performs first-level parsing to determine to which 
of  the  following  classes the  command belongs: 

I .  HONEY-X system  command 
2.  User  Macro command 
3 .  Multics  command 

The  command is then passed to the appropriate  processor  for 
execution.  The system  executive  continues to solicit commands 
until it is  terminated with the quit  command " q " .  

Program Execurive-This level  consists of executive  programs 
which  interface  between the system  executive  and the requested 
object  programs. Its  primary  responsibility is to direct input to 
and  output from the file system. It must perform  second level 
parsing in order  to determine which files should be attached. If 
the  command line contains operational  arguments.  these are 
passed  to the object  program. 

Objective Program-This level  performs  the  actual  computa- 
tions which are implied by the command line. It must check  for 
compatibility of input data. If operational  arguments have been 
passed by the  program  executive. it must parse them and  de- 
termine if it has been given  sufficient  information to proceed. If 
input parameters  are missing and do not have default values. 
they must be solicited from the user. Note that prompting for 
input is provided  only if the required  information is not present. 
This  allows experienced users to avoid unnecessary input 
menus while  giving  unfamiliar users all the information needed. 
When applicable, the  object  program has the responsibility of 
directing printed output  to the user's  terminal 1 / 0  device. 

Programs in HONEY-X's library were  selected  and  developed in 
the  course of  several  years of multivariable  design  research. Pro- 
grams were  added until they formed a set which would allow most 
manipulations to be performed by a straightforward  combination of 
two or three  commands. At that point, programs with significant 
overlap in function  were combined. This produced tWo basic sets 
of routines-1) the  "General  Matrix  Operations" which perform 
primitive  operations on matrices. and 2 )  the "Special Purpose 
Programs" which perform  more  involved  functions of linear sys- 
tems  analysis and  synthesis.  The  special purpose programs re- 
quired the existence of specific input matrices that have been 
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named  according  to the  established  naming  conventions.  Similar- 
ily,  their  output matrix  names are chosen so as to identify the 
contents.  The use of standard  naming  conventions  also allows the 
user  to  exploit  the Multics  file  management  system to performing 
operations  (list.  delete,  copy,  move, add name) on only a subset of 
the files  (matrices). 

Macros  can be created by combining any of the supplied com- 
mands with each  other or with other existing  macros. If a specific 
capability is missing, the user can  easily  write his own FORTRAN 
program  and program  executive which are then usable within the 
HONEY-X  framework. 
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A methodology for design of decentralized  feedback  control  for 
large-scale  systems is presented based on a frequency  dependent 
notion of  low-interacting subsystems.  The  technique, which is 
motivated as  an  extension  of  Rosenbrock's  Inverse Nyquist Array 
method,  can  employ one of several  generalized  Gershgorin-type 
theorems  for partitioned  matrices to define  various  measures of 
subsystem  interaction. 

A particular notion of block diagonal  dominance for  a rational 
transfer function  matrix is chosen which  permits  the  development 
of numerically  stable algorithms based on standard  software. 

The  technique incorporates a popular  measure of a multivariable 
stability  margin based on the  maximum  and  minimum  singular 
values of the  subsystem transfer function  matrices. Via the idea of 
block diagonal  dominance. the method extends the local stability 
margins  for  the subsystems with interactions ignored to a global 
margin  for the decentralized feedback  structure with interactions 
included. 

Several design examples  are discussed which demonstrate the 
flexibility of  the  method in allowing  different  multivariable  design 
techniques  to be employed for  each of the subsystems. Considera- 
tions  for  the development of interactive  computer-aided design 
software for decentralized  control  systems  are  discussed. 

On Control System  Design  by  Multi-Objective 
Optimization  Techniques 
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We  consider posing control system  design  as a multi-objective 
optimization problem and survey some of the  tools for solving  this 
problem. 

In the design of control systems, multiple  design  objectives and 
constraints typically  specify  an  acceptable  design. These objec- 
tives  and  constraints are  defined with respect to system  properties 
such  as  stability. robustness to noise and disturbances,  speed of 
response,  signal  magnitudes, tracking  accuracy. etc. The  designer 
often  cannot easily  aggregate  his  objectives  into a single  objective 
to be optimized.  Moreover. no design usually exists that is best 
with respect to all objectives. Hence design involves a multi- 
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